Burnet Elementary School

TITLE 1-NCLB

November 30, 2022

3:30-4:30

SDMC

Data Room

Vision
Burnet Scholars Will Attain High School and College Credit Simultaneously While Acquiring Advanced Spanish and English Preparing Them for a Global Economy

Goals
K-3 Reading on level -85%
STAAR Reading-85%,40%, 20%
STAAR Math-85%,40%, 20%
TELPAS 60%

Core Values
PRIDE-
Proactive, Respect, Integrity, Development & Embracing Diversity

Mission Statement
As educators we promise to provide rigorous education through relevant problem-solving skills all the while creating positive and nurturing relationships

Time
Agenda Items
Presenting /Facilitating

Budget
SIP- Data conversations next meeting

Questions

Cantu

Additional Notes:

“Seize the Moment- Leave a Legacy”

The Houston Independent School District exists to strengthen the social and economic foundation of Houston by assuring its youth the highest-quality elementary and secondary education available anywhere.